
Master’s Lessons

Yenay ties her final note into a scroll, a letter left as insurance, and brushes straight black

hair from her face. Now come the calculations, for “the general who loses a battle makes but few

beforehand.” She is a master in all but blood, and the man that claims himself the Master has one

thing left to teach—how to rule. By playing mentor for the state’s militia of rabble, the Master

has established command over the tiny nation of Kè and their new position of military strength.

He is an ever-present shadow cast over the assembled villages of farmers and would-be nobles

that pretend to the statuses of neighboring nation-states. Kè is safe from any and all invasion

with its shadowy orchestrator in his chair.

The Master is more a legend than a human in the eyes of the village, but those eyes are

dull, and Yenay’s eyes have sharpened over years of study and training. The Master finds

comfort in singing philosophical lullabies to the dull villages, distracting simple minds from his

business with the armies of foreign lands and deals more insidious than any “love” could be.

Regardless of his sophistic rambles on personal substance and the love of others, he lives alone

in an empty fortress to the north, up a steep mountain path. While he has dedicated guards and

entertains many guests throughout the day, the night is only for his students and his sleep. He

lives inside an invitation, one written to the only student left.

She takes stock of the plain dwelling passed from her father to her. With no other living

relatives, he had little choice in the matter. Life was brutal, and even with the concept of

prosperity presented by the Master’s governance, life in the cracks of Kè, never improved.

Villages like Yenay’s were converted to work-towns that gathered resources like ore and food for

“necessary skirmishes” to brandish power. Bouts that robbed people of brother, sister, and hope
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for a future. This barren hut has tools of survival housed within—that is all that remains. On the

wall rests a spread of tattered parchment she has looked to as a guide for years:

“What a master refuses to tell you is what you need to commit to memory, as this

is your true lesson. After you dispense with pretense and ‘respect’, all warfare is

based on deception. The final lesson of any master is written only in their blood.”

-Yenay

She takes care to expel the tiny tremors that ripple up her spine before her mission

begins. “Possessions are only as valuable as the hand that can use them,” she recounts to herself

in a whisper. She surpassed her father long ago, and would soon surpass the Master. Lessons

learned from all sources have merit.

“A warrior must forage on his enemies to remain alive in war,” the first lesson. This

warrior has made the greatest enemy she could: the most cunning of devils. Yenay knows of the

secret arts he practices, ones that go deeper than any “love” could. For the travel up the mountain

path outside the north end of the village, she takes a bowl of wood, a cup of steel, a blade of

silver, and a note of paper.

“Use all tools to expose an enemy’s weakness,” the second lesson. Calluses thinly veil

her dexterous fingers; she packs a small cloth pouch and laces to her back her father’s sheath.

The rest of her way is paved in the sustenance the Master’s obstacles provide. Her stratagem

decided, her calculations complete, and with the lessons built up like an army of two decades

within herself, she departs.

Shadows stretch out as they flee from the pallid light of the moon, rising over the simple

village of straw, clay, and wood. Foreign birds swirl into the shadows of the young night, a stray

shriek rips through the quiet, dull place—even these are obstacles. The Master will know Yenay
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comes for him, but this is a matter of little importance, as the monster resides within the same

flesh that all human beings must call home, and human flesh cannot turn away the sword. The

alien birds warp further in their shadowy perches at the edge of the village, and the racket of

caws shifts to one of laughter.

Hideous cackles fade from Yenay’s mind along with the village, but a new laughter

replaces it from up ahead, at the beginning of the mountain path to the northern fortress. A

bundle of rags roughly the size of a person squats before some nine-headed bird skewered over

the embers of a fire. The rags rack with a terminal series of chuckles, rotating the food above the

semblance of warmth, and pitch upwards as if taking Yenay into view for the first time.

“A visitor—a visitor! We are pleased, and you will be too.”

With the same strides she took away from the village, measured and swift, she meets the

ragged creature head-on. “You are a slave to that man on the hill, are you not?”

The rags shake and some cloth falls from its form. More laughter, more intense this time,

but no reply, just a gesture from the arm-like appendage that grasps the skewer. It points the

lump of meat, covered in boils and scars, from Yenay, to the mountain path, and lets out a

body-shaking cackle.

“You have wisdom for me, puppet?” Yenay seats herself on a nearby rock, the dirt of the

village has stayed far from the mountain’s domain, but still finds hideaways under Yenay’s

fingernails. “To secure ourselves against defeat lies in our own hands, but the opportunity of

defeating the enemy is provided by the enemy himself,” the third, penultimate, lesson.

“That path is no mortal journey—not at night,” the creature produces more meat, offering

to Yenay with more and more arms, “leastwise, not without a good supply of food.”
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“You suggest I eat alien meat to sustain myself, thing?” She grows impatient, as the moon

rises, pushing night farther along, and her last lesson farther away from reality. This thing makes

her blood cold, but it pales in comparison to thoughts of confronting the Master.

The pile shakes, dropping skewers of meat in its episode. “It is not for you, scant traveler!

This is to feed the Yeren that guards Master’s gates. The hungry creature is made for visitors like

you—sharp girl. Keep the offerings clean, or become one.” The rags dance as tremors shake

apart the creature. Skewers and cloth fall to the ground, until there is nothing left but a scrap of

paper:

“A man is a multitude of loves. To live, a man must hold loosely the tail of love

within his shell. This love is not to be reserved, not to be rationed, but to be spent

in great measure on all he sees. For his family, for his property, and for his

lessers, a love that raises a bulwark of warmth and security. For his enemies, for

his dead, and for the boundless nature outside his domain, a love that shows

respect. This love must not display fear, despite it being in a human’s nature.”

-The Master

A mocking note left to taunt Yenay—she brushes it into the smolders. “The skillful

fighter puts himself into a position which makes defeat impossible, and does not miss the moment

for defeating the enemy.” Yenay catches a skewer, careful not to make contact with the meat

itself, and makes quick work of cutting the otherworldly sustenance into chunks that fit her bowl.

It is not uncommon for devils to betray one another, but the politics of the Other World take no

residence in her mind. She continues, bowl in hand, past the turgid leftovers and the dead fire.

Rocks turn from smooth pathway to jagged maws, gating her way up the mountain. The

fight of the path begins. Stalagmites of stone and ore shift and begin to ambulate, patrolling the
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way forward as they haphazardly smash into one another. Steep and without compromise, the

path creates an easily defensible series of positions for the rock creatures. Yenay must climb

from the mouth of an eating beast trapped within another ad infinitum, or so it seems. “In all

fighting, the direct method may be used for joining battle, but indirect methods will be needed in

order to secure victory.” She would accept the Master no longer. The cup Yenay has within her

cloth pouch is made of steel, a rarity among such a dull village, and one she worked and fought

for, coin by coin, despite the chastisement from her father. Smooth, but with a sharp lip, the cup

is another tool for the journey.

The fight continues, one hand kept in a protective cage around the bowl, and the other

digs into the wall of the mountain itself, off the path entirely. The cup chips off bits of its own

steel along with chunks of earth, guided by strained tendons and dead-white knuckles. The wind

picks up, on-command to chill bone and set freeze human flesh. Clouds march like an army,

routing the moon’s ghast of light for the climb. Cold, dark, and steep, the cutting of rock with

steel continues as she climbs, the serrations of the mountain claim cuts and gashes along the way,

threatening to bleed into the bowl, but never stop her ascent. The smash of stone pulls away from

Yenay’s ear, and is gone, far below. The rock creatures fade into the darkness. A fragment of

steel, more akin to shrapnel than utensil, is left in Yenay’s bloodied hand. The cup is spent, and

this fight is over.

Sweat clings to Yenay, inviting swathes of black hair and the chill of the wind to stay

along with it. The light of the moon breaks through the divided army of clouds, and illuminates

the summit, the artificial bastion the Master resides in, and a tower of red fur and stained

claws—the Yeren. Yet another gate to keep her from power. Deep rumbles tremor through the

ground as the monkey-man creature inhales through its scarred nose.
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“A morsel. A trifle of food on this starved night. Anything to eat! Thank the Master.”

From beneath the matted red knots of hair and foul, deathly stench, words drip like syrup and

sink into the ground beneath Yenay’s measured and swift footsteps towards the gate.

“I have your offering, devil. Let me pass!” the bowl has remained full, and while no

blood plagues the food within, the same dirt from beneath her fingernails has touched the

offering.

Nostrils flare, cavernous above her, and a hand two men in both length and width reaches

for the bowl. The creature consumes the bowl and its contents, hardly chewing as the food falls

into a void of teeth. A gulp shakes the mountain, but a gurgle soon follows.

“I need to remember the taste of food, I must find a suitable meal for this starved night,”

cracks of new energy ripple through the Yeren, stretching its sleep-addled limbs and bones. Its

eyes grow wide and change from a pale yellow to a vibrant red as they meet hers. “Thank the

Master!”

As the exclamation leaves the creature’s maw, it lunges down; hands clasp for meat and

tear apart Yenay’s left arm. A bloody betrayal, but not wholly unaccounted for. She springs into

practiced action, cold to the Yeren’s fire despite her grievous wound. Amid the turmoil and

tumult of battle, “there may be seeming disorder and yet no real disorder at all; amid confusion

and chaos, your array may be without head or tail, yet it will be proof against defeat.” Large red

hands pursue her; limbs that could batter grown trees from their roots, a roaring mouth that flings

child-sized globs of spit, and those same blood-filled eyes morph into a whirlwind of hungry

death. She draws the blade, having controlled her defeat, and found an avenue to victory that her

opponent paved himself.
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One slice through a slim bit of skin on the second knuckle of a finger on the creature’s

right hand flings a disc of meat and hair into the toothy gap. Null to the pain of the blade, despite

its silver, the Yeren gives pause. A gulp shakes the mountain, but a gurgle soon follows. Stunned,

the monkey-man eyes the drip of blood from the small cut, no longer seeing its essence, but in its

place, sustenance. Stuffing its stretched jaw, the monster devours itself in a frenzy of new taste.

The cacophonous rumble of bites, tears, and digestion racks the mountainside, all the way down

to the village at its base.

Yenay moves forward in an off-kilter shuffle that shifts back to her stride—her last lesson

waits. She cuts cloth from her clothing to tie the stump that remains of her arm, and before the

crimson stops dripping, she pushes through the last door. Upon a stone platform in an empty hall,

illuminated by the moon through an open roof, the Master sits. Eyes closed, face forward,

meditating; an old man with dark, receded hair and a face far older than any seen in the dull,

poor village.

He speaks without movement, “You have come to learn, have you not? Your last lesson

draws near, as does my imminent search for a new disciple.” Wisps of grey float over the old

man’s face, like the ripples in a pool from the Other World. “Holding out advantages to him, he

can cause the enemy to approach of his own accord.”

“I have no lessons to learn, only a message to deliver.” From her pouch she draws a note,

and tosses the tied scroll of plain parchment across the threshold.

Unfurling the note, the Master opens his eyes upon the last message he will ever see.

“What manner of joke could this—” Through the note, and through the Master, the blade of

silver stabs. Into a rotted mass of flesh, exhaling ill humors and gasses of the foulest smell, the
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sword moves. “Appear at points which the enemy must hasten to defend; march swiftly to places

where you are not expected.”

“A man may be a multitude of loves, but a woman is a multitude of lessons, you are but

one more.” The dark cloud of the Master’s form disperses over Yenay, sinking into her sallow

skin, her rose-colored wound, her pitch hair, and her sharp eyes. A few cracks resound in the

empty hall. She, the Master, sits. A new ruler for Kè.

Picking up the pierced note, it reads: “My name is Yenay, my parents have died, and my

lessons are my life. Do not forget who goes by this name.”

The note is crumpled and torn by bloodied hands, and the Master rests in meditation

again.
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